AROMI RESTAURANT
Setting in an elegant and yachting club style restaurant, the pleasure of Mediterranean cuisine
embraces the delicate taste of Prosecco DOC.
The summer outdoor terrace with breathtaking view over the lively Giudecca canal will be the
perfect location for your special occasions.
 Seasonal Opening
Dinner: 7 to 10.30 PM

BACAROMI - VENETIAN CICCHETTERIA
Bacaromi is Hilton Molino Stucky hotel's new Venetian Restaurant .It is the perfect place to savour
authentic Venetian cuisine, such as the classic "Cicchetti", and a glass of local wine, while you relax
in the informal atmosphere. Completely renovated, the elegance of your dining surroundings is
matched by spectacular views of the Giudecca Canal.
Lunch: 12 noon to 3PM (Seasonal Opening)
Dinner: 6 to 10.30 PM

RIALTO – ITALIAN AND INTERNATIONAL

Discover the perfect spot to meet up for drinks or unwind over an informal lunch or dinner with
Italian and international classic dishes. The Rialto Lobby Bar and Lounge is a popular venue for
cocktails, coffee and snacks at Hilton Molino Stucky. Savour a variety of delicious Italian and
international dishes at any time during the day.
Open all day, from 8.30 AM until 12.00 AM

RESTAURANTS IN VENICE
ELEGANT:
QUADRI
Overlooking Piazza San Marco, Ristorante Quadri boasts one of Venice's most incredible views.
The Alajmo family took over the restaurant in 2011, bringing the spirit and service of Le
Calandre to the lagoon. The cuisine of Quadri is a contemporary expression of Italian and
Venetian classics. The atmosphere in the dining room is elegant, yet relaxed, allowing guests to
enjoy the allure of the most beautiful squares in the world.
The restaurant was awarded one Michelin star in 2012.
San Marco 120, Piazza S. Marco - Tel +39 041 5222105
Monday closed
HARRY’S BAR
Harry's Bar is a bar; it began as one. It offers in some ways the very essence of the café society
that once played so large a part in the affairs of Europe.
In 2001, the Italian Ministry for Cultural Affairs declared it a national landmark.
Harry's Bar is by now one of the world's most celebrated restaurants. The very name of the
place evokes not simply a cuisine, or a kind of drink, but a frame of mind.
San Marco 1323, Calle Vallaresso - Tel +39 041 5285777
10.30-23.00 - Open every day

MET
Find a great cuisine in one of the world's most fascinating city, in a setting that wisely mixes
tradition and modernity. Take a journey through the Tra'Contemporary way of cooking and
discover why the Met Restaurant has been awarded with the Michelin Star.
San Marco 4149, Riva degli Schiavoni - Tel +39 041 5240034
Open every day only for dinner.

ORO
Designed by architect Adam Tihany to reflect the romantic atmosphere of Venice, Oro
Restaurant sets the scene for a timeless dining experience.
Take your seat beneath handmade Murano glass chandeliers and a decadent golden ceiling.
Admire stunning lagoon views from the terrace.
Executive Chef Davide Bisetto creates imaginative dishes inspired by Italian tradition. His
culinary skill has been celebrated internationally, earning him two Michelin stars in France. The
highest quality, freshest ingredients are used to ensure an experience that will delight all of
your senses.
Giudecca 10 (Vaporetto stop Zitelle) - Tel +39 041 5207744
Seasonal Opening - Closed November to March.

***

FORMAL:
AI GONDOLIERI
Few steps away from the Gallerie dell’Accademia, "Ai Gondolieri" revisit the culture of local
food through healthy and fresh ingredients. The original setting was an old tavern where
customers could enjoy simple and fresh food, have a glass of wine and play cards, while it is
now the perfect mix between culinary art and refined hospitality. Meat only !
Dorsoduro 366, Ponte del Formager - Tel +39 041 5286396
12-15/19-22 Open every day
AL COVO
This elegant restaurant is close to Riva degli Schiavoni. Chef Cesare Benelli and his wife Diane
offer excellent fish and meat dishes, using only fresh ingredients from the local market, with
special attention to “Slow Food” products.
A comprehensive wine list with more than 200 labels.
Castello 3968, C.llo della Pescaria - Tel +39 041 5223812
12.45-14.15/19.30-22 - Closed Wednesday and Thursday
ALLE TESTIERE OSTERIA
A refined small "bacaro" which has wooden tables, simple facilities and nice informal
atmosphere; only fish dishes, well prepared and imaginative.
Dinner served in two seatings, reservation is highly recommended.
Castello 5801, Calle del Mondo Novo - Tel +39 041 5227220
12-14.30/19-22.30 - Closed Monday and Sunday
ANTICHE CARAMPANE
A typical trattoria in business for over a century, with a friendly, convivial atmosphere and a
menu announced at your table. This restaurant has seen an increase in quality over recent
years, while still remaining faithful to the same Venetian fish dishes.
S.Polo, Rio Terà Carampane 1911 - Tel +39 041 5240165
12.30-14.30/19.30-22 - Closed Sunday and Monday
ANTICO PIGNOLO SAN MARCO
A typical Venetian restaurant, with a charming outside terrace.
The decor is refined, with elegant crystal and silverware and freshly-cut flowers.
The menu is fish-based, with a focus on local products, while the wine list boasts more than
1000 wines from every corner of the globe and is highlighted in the Wine Spectator magazine.
San Marco - Calle Specchieri, 451 - Tel +39 041 5228123
12-14.30/19-22.30 Open every day
FIASCHETTERIA TOSCANA
Despite the name, you will not find typical Tuscany dishes here, but rather Venetian specialities.
Fiaschetteria Toscana is surely one of the most appreciated restaurants in Venice, not only from
tourists, but also from Venetians. A wide range of selected wines, home-made desserts and
traditional cuisine, the idea of the Busatto family is to propose typical products of the lagoon
and its surrondings.
Cannaregio 5719 - Salizada S. Giovanni Grisostomo - Tel +39 041 5285281
12.30-14.30/19.30-22.30 - Closed Tuesday and Wednesday at lunch

CORTE SCONTA
Pleasant trattoria with a hundred year old grapevine in the courtyard, where meals are served
in summer. Typical seafood and Venetian cuisine.
Castello 3886, Calle del Pestrin - Tel +39 041 5227024
12.30-14.30/19.15-22 – Closed Sunday and Monday

IL RIDOTTO
This gourmet restaurant is housed in a simple, minimalist dining room and is a far cry from the
usual tourist clichés. It focuses all its attention on the quality of its cuisine and serves
reinterpretations of classic Venetian dishes with an emphasis on fish. One Michelin star.
Castello 4509. Campo San Filippo e Giacomo – Tel. + 39 041 5208280
12.00-14.00 / 19-23 – Closed Wednesday and Thursday lunch
LE BISTROT DE VENISE
Diners will enjoy the lengthy wine list and "historical" cuisine at this restaurant in a location
known for its atmosphere. A “romantic” menu for special occasions is available on request.
S. Marco 4685 - Calle dei Fabbri - Tel +39 041 5236651
12.00-01.00 - Open every day
DO FORNI
This was the bakery producing bread and sweets for the nearby convent of San Zaccaria during
the golden years of the Venetian Republic. It became a restaurant in the 19TH century under its
current name and it has been under the care of Mr Eligio Paties since 1973. Through his
passionate vocation, understanding of the cultural importance of cuisine and his innate
hospitality, he has turned Do Forni into a popular destination for those who travel to Venice
and wish to experience the tradition of Venetian hospitality. Do Forni Restaurant offers an
elegant setting in Venetian-style and luxurious in those rooms that faithfully reproduce the
hospitality of an Orient Express dining car.
S. Marco 468, Calle Specchieri - Tel +39 041 5232148
Open every day
HOSTARIA DA FRANZ
Restaurant "Hostaria da Franz" takes its name from a young Austro-Hungarian army soldier
who adopted Venice as his home, served fish and wine bought from local farmers and
fishermen.
Today, Hostaria da Franz has become one of the most famous seafood restaurants in Venice,
signalled by the best gastronomical guides, where chef Gianfranco and his son Maurizio create
delicious fish and seafood delicacies from the traditional Venetian cuisine. Pasta and bread are
home made.
The ambience is elegant and romantic, with a high service level. The wine list offers some of the
best Italian labels. Reservation recommended.
Castello, 3499 – Sant’Antonin - Tel +39 041 522.0861
12:00 -14:00 / 19:00 -- 22:00 - Closed Wednesday

LINEA D’OMBRA
This contemporary designed restaurant uses crystal, wood, steel and fur in its decor. Dine on
modern cuisine inspired by tradition, while enjoying the breath taking view over the Giudecca
canal.
Dorsoduro 19 - Tel +39 041 2411881
12-15/19-23

OSTERIA DI SANTA MARINA
This classy inn is managed by young professionals who serve seafood and traditional dishes,
together with some interesting culinary innovations.
The recently renewed restaurant has two air-conditioned rooms, characterized by elegant,
furniture. In the summer, guests can have dinner in the outside garden by candlelight, in a quiet
and romantic “campiello”. The menu offers a wide range of appetizers. Home-made pasta is
served with seasonal vegetables from the Veneto region gardens, while among second courses
the menu ranges from fried to grilled and baked fish. Extensive dessert menu.
Campo Santa Marina, Castello 5911 Tel +39 041 5285239
12.30-14.30/19.30-21.30 Sunday and Monday lunch closed.

OSTERIA DA FIORE
An osteria in name only, this restaurant has an elegant ambience, with two romantic tables
overlooking the canal. If you enjoy Venetian cuisine you will be in your element here, as Signora
Mara skilfully combines traditional local dishes with her own personal touch.
S.Polo 2202, Calle del Scaleter - Tel +39 041 721308
12.30-14.30/19.30-22 - Closed Sunday and Monday
TERRAZZA DANIELI
Situated on the top floor of the Hotel Danieli, the restaurant boasts breath taking views of
Venice and its lagoon. Fitting in this historic city, which has long acted as a crossroads between
East and West, the menu blends local dishes with exotic spices and flavours. Pleasant alfresco
dining on the terrace in summer.
Hotel Danieli, Riva Schiavoni, San Marco 4196 - Tel +39 041 5226480
Open every day

RIVIERA
At the San Basilio end of Fondamenta Zattere, a renowned restaurant facing the Molino Stucky
offering accurate service and a modern and innovative cuisine inspired from tradition.
In summer, you can have lunch in the sun or dinner by candlelight, enjoying the beautiful view
of the Giudecca canal.
To secure a reservation, Riviera Restaurant requires credit card information.
Dorsoduro 1473, - Tel +39 041 5227621
12.30-14.30/19.30-22.30 Monday closed

VINI DA GIGIO
In the district of Cannaregio, a rustic environment and informal service in an inn where you can
see into the kitchen, and which offers both fish and meat dishes; a good choice of wines.
Cannaregio 3628/a, Fondamenta S. Felice - Tel +39 041 5285140
12-14.30/19-22.30 Monday and Tuesday closed
TRATTORIA DA REMIGIO
A busy restaurant, popular with Venetians. Perfectly prepared Adriatic seafood and fish classics,
traditional and simple. Reservation recommended.
Castello 3416, Salizada dei Greci - Tel +39 041 523.0089
12.30 / 14.30 – 19.30 / 21.50 – Closed Monday Dinner and Tuesdays
CAFFÉ CENTRALE
Modern and elegant in the glowing, brick-lined ground floor of a 16th-century palazzo, it is a rarity
in Venice: a restaurant that serves until 12:45 AM and is around the corner from the Fenice, so it
makes a great place for a post-performance nosh. The menu, while giving a nod to Venetian
cuisine, features mostly creatively prepared continental dishes, such as sautéed foie gras with
Sauternes or a spectacular beef fillet with Amarone. There is also a broad selection of very fresh
raw fish specialties.
San Marco 1659 B, Piscina di Frezzeria - Tel +39 041 887.6642
19.00 / 1.00 – Open every day
TAVERNA AL REMER
Al Remer is a cosy bacaro and restaurant, with good cicheti. What makes Al Remer unique is its
setting in a tiny square right on the Grand Canal. With drink in hand, there can be few finer places
to soak in the glories of that waterway.
They do not serve a menu, but have different specials each day, made with seasonal ingredients.
There is live music every night from around 8.30pm.
Cannaregio, 5701 - Tel +39 041 522.8789
11.00 / 23.30 – Happy Hour 17.30 / 19.30 - Closed Wednesday

DA MARIO ALLA FAVA
The restaurant “Da Mario alla Fava” is right in the heart of Venice and it takes its name from the
famous church nearby. Its friendly atmosphere and the quality of its dishes made “Da Mario alla
Fava” one of the most renowned traditional restaurants in Venice in a short time. An accurate
service with a friendly environment, dishes and wines inspired by ancient flavours of fine Venetian
cuisine, are the main ingredients of their success.
A choice of vegan desserts has recently been added to the menu.
San Marco 5242, Calle degli Stagneri - Tel +39 041 528.5147
12/14.45 – 19/22.15 – Open every day

LA VECIA CAVANA
The owners have renovated an old boathouse (“cavana”) near Campo Santi Apostoli and opened
the Vecia Cavana in 2006. The original columns, brick arches and mooring hooks have been
maintained to recreate the atmosphere of a lesser-known Venice.
Typical traditional Venetian recipes and original Italian dishes are prepared with creativity and
originality. Special attention is given to the choice of wines to go with the menus.
Gluten-free and vegetarian menus are available.

Rio Terà Santi Apostoli, Cannaregio 4624 - Tel +39 041 528.7106
Open every day
OSTERIA ENOTECA SAN MARCO
An old inn transformed into a restaurant and wine bar with a casual yet elegant ambiance, just a
few steps from Piazza San Marco.
At Enoteca San Marco you will find care and attention to please every taste:
meat and fish, game, seafood and vegetables innovative dishes inspired from tradition.
Constantly searching for high quality products from the best productive areas, menus follow the
flow of seasons and the local market availability.
Frezzeria, San Marco, 1610 - Tel +39 041 528.5242
12.30 / 23.00 – Closed on Sunday

TYPICAL:
A BECCAFICO
Sicily’s pride in its infinity nuances of flavours, an upmarket restaurant offering, beyond fish and
meat plates, rarities as Monti Nebrodi ham and Mozia sea salt.
Campo San Stefano, 2801 - Tel +39 041 527.4879
Open every day
ACQUA PAZZA
The Embassy of Amalfi Maritime Republic in Venice presents its gastronomical excellence that stirs
up fantastic places and unforgettable tastes. From welcome bruschetta onwards, a crescendo of
delicacies.
San Marco, 3808 – Campo Sant’Angelo - Tel +39 041 277.0688
Monday Closed

ALLA MADONNA
Not far from the Rialto bridge, this historic Venetian trattoria is spacious and always busy. The
simple decor and lively atmosphere provide the perfect backdrop for the typical regional cuisine
served here. Don't miss the veal liver with onions.
San Polo 594, Calle della Madonna - Tel +39 041 5223824
12-15/19-22.30 - Closed on Wednesday

AL MASCARON
At the convivial, crowded Al Mascaron, with its paper tablecloths and informal atmosphere,
you'll likely find locals who drop in to gossip, drink, play cards, and eat cicchetti at the bar—
but there are also plenty of travelers who return again and again to take advantage of the
food and the hospitality. You can count on delicious fish, pasta, risotto, and seafood salads .
Castello 5225, Calle lunga S. Maria Formosa - Tel +39 041 5225995
12-15/19-23 - Closed on Sunday

ANTICA LOCANDA MONTIN
Locanda Montin is something dear to the heart of the Venetian and foreigner alike who
know the real city, feel the fascination of its waters and understand the real Venice.
If you are strolling around near the Zattere it is the ideal place: traditional local food and
wines are served and in the summer guests can enjoy dining out on the shady garden.
Dorsoduro 1147 Fondamenta delle Eremite - Tel +39 041 5227151
12.30-14.30/19.30-21.30

BANCOGIRO
In the heart of the historical centre, at the foot of the Rialto bridge, Bancogiro offers daily
the flavours and fragrances of a creative cuisine inspired from the local regional tradition.
The two chefs and staff create their menus with special attention and care to the quality of
the products and the availability of fresh fish and fresh vegetables from the close Rialto
market.
Campo S. Giacometto, S.Polo 122 - Tel +39 041 5232061
10.30-24.00 - closed on Monday
LA FURATOLA
La Furatola is a meeting point for flavours and traditions and a place to taste Venetian
cuisine in a relaxed atmosphere. The restaurant still serves seafood to Venetian fishermen's
standards, fresh from the Pescheria. Seafood appetizers are main events, followed by
handmade pasta.
Dorsoduro 2869 Calle Lunga S. Barnaba- Tel +39 041 5208594
12.30-14.30/19.30-22.30 – Closed Sunday and Monday
OSTERIA CA’ D’ORO ALLA VEDOVA
Historic restaurant with retro charme run by the same family for three generations. The
menu focuses on Venetian dishes, especially fish and seafood, although the meatballs are
also legendary.
Cannaregio 3912, Ramo Ca’ d’Oro - Tel +39 041 5285324
11.30-14.30/18.30-22.30 – Sunday lunch and Thursday closed.

RESTAURANTS IN GIUDECCA

HARRY’S DOLCI
Harry’s Dolci offers a peaceful view of the Canal with outdoors tables facing the Giudecca Canal
and is only five minutes’ walk away from the hotel. People at the famed Harry's Bar have
established their latest enclave far from the maddening crowds of Piazza San Marco in Giudecca.
From the quayside windows and terrace of this chic place, you can watch seagoing vessels, from
yachts to lagoon barges. White napery and uniformed waiters grace a modern room, where no
one minds if you order only coffee and ice cream or perhaps a selection from the menu.
 Seasonal, open from April to the end of October.
Closed on Monday evening and Tuesday - Tel +39-041-5224844

DO MORI
Informal, typical Venetian fish and meat menus, as well as a good pizza.
Less than ten minutes’ walk away from the hotel. In the summer, outside tables with Venice view
on the Giudecca canal.
Tel +39-041-522.5452 – Open every day

AI CACCIATORI
Informal, typical Venetian fish and meat menus. Ten minutes’ walk away from the hotel.
In the summer, outside tables with Venice view on the Giudecca canal.
Tel +39-041-5285849 - Closed on Monday

ALTANELLA
An intimate atmosphere on the Giudecca, it is one of the oldest restaurants in Venice, offering
only fish and seafood of the Venetian traditional cuisine. During summer, meals are served also on
a beautiful terrace on the canal. Fifteen minutes’ walk away from the hotel.
Tel. +39-041-5227789 - Closed on Monday and Tuesday

FIGLI DELLE STELLE
Nice location at the end of Giudecca island at Zitelle: inside dining room and outside terrace with a
great view of Venice and St. Mark’s basin, serving typical cuisine also from Southern Italy.
Seasonal, Closed on Tuesday - Tel. +39-041-523.0004

CIP’S
Wonderfully glamorous yet informal, Cip’s Club of the Cipriani Hotel has earned an international
reputation and boasts unparalleled views of St Mark’s Square. The dining room is graced with
beautiful original artworks. Outside, delicious cuisine is served on a spacious decked terrace over
the water.
 Seasonal, open every day - Tel +39-041-2408575

VENICE ISLANDS
MURANO
DA LELE BUSA ALLA TORRE
A pretty square with trees and a well set the stage for Da Lele, a favorite of the Muranese and
returning travelers. The restaurant stretches out on the campo, where you eat in the shade of
large umbrellas.
Check the blackboard for such daily specials as antipasto Busa, with granseola and garusol (sea
snails); bavette alla busara (flat spaghetti with a hot, spicy shrimp and tomato sauce); and baked
rombo or branzino with potatoes. Homemade cookies are served with fragolino, a sweet, sparkling
wine redolent of strawberries.
Murano, Campo San Stefano 3 - Tel +39 041 739.662
11.45 / 15.30 – Only Lunch, closed on Monday

BURANO
Trattoria AL GATTO NERO
In 1965, Ruggero Bovo took over the restaurant from its owners of the prior 19 years.
The fish is top quality and fresh; all pastas and desserts are made in-house; the fritto misto (deepfried fish) is outstanding for its lightness and variety of fish. Risotto de Gò (ghiozzo) is a cucina
povera Burano standard that had almost disappeared from local menus until Anthony Bordain
introduced it to travelers. No matter what you order though, you'll savor the pride Ruggero and
his family have in their lagoon, their island, and the quality of their cucina (maybe even more so
when enjoying it on the picturesque fondamenta).
Burano, Fondamenta Giudecca 88 - Tel +39 041 730.120
12 / 14.30 – 19 / 21.30 – Closed Sunday dinner and Monday
DA ROMANO
Opened by Romano Barbaro at the beginning of the 1900s, Da Romano soon became a meetingplace for important people, artists and literary and learned men who loved Burano and donated
numerous works which today constitute a precious collection of contemporary art.
The restaurant, which has always been run by the Barbaro family, carries on the tradition with love
and wisdom, retaining historical prestige and really welcoming hospitality.
At Romano’s you can try typical dishes of lagoon cooking, including the famous, refined risottos
and fish dishes. It counts among the approximately 180 Historical Restaurants of Italy.
Burano, Via Baldassarre Galuppi, 221 - Tel +39 041 730.030
12 / 15.30 – 18.30 / 20.45 – Closed Tuesday

MAZZORBO
VENISSA
On one side the vegetable gardens, the vineyard and the herbs, on the other the kitchen, where
the raw ingredients are blended together and transformed with the greatest respect. Eight hands,
four hearts, and a hundred stories complete a gastronomic tale that comes straight from the
lagoon, the gardens, and the vineyard with old and new flavours that live in an intuition, a family
memory, a meeting.
Mazzorbo, Fondamenta Santa Caterina - Tel +39 041 527.2281
12 / 14.30 – 19 / 21 – Closed Tuesday

TORCELLO
LOCANDA CIPRIANI
Simple, elegant furnishings combined with polite, attentive service and culinary delights based on
reinterpretations of typical Venetian dishes which created the “Cipriani style” are the ingredients
that have gone into the success of each and every one of Giuseppe Cipriani's restaurants.
The Locanda Cipriani, designed as a rustic maison d’hôte, receives its guests in a simple, almost
austere environment dominated by wooden ceilings, terracotta bricks covering the walls
decorated in Venetian bas-reliefs. Outside tables in summer in the beautiful garden and terrace.
The kitchen, headed up by chef Cristian Angiolin, not only serves dishes invented by the Cipriani
family and now considered classics - such as 'carpaccio' of raw meat and John Dory 'alla Carlina' but also offers a whole range of dishes featuring fish, vegetables, home-made pasta and rice.
 Seasonal Opening
Torcello, Piazza Santa Fosca 29 - Tel +39 041 730.150
12 / 15 – open for dinner only Friday and Saturday 19 / 21 – Closed Tuesday

